A NOVEL FRAMEWORK FOR BIM ENABLED FACILITY ENERGY MANAGEMENT – A CONCEPT PAPER
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Abstract: Building Information Modeling (BIM) enabled facility management has gained increased interest both in academia and industry. Previous research has shown the importance of having dynamic BIMs that can react and interact with real-time data obtained from building sensors. The other sought benefits of BIM such as improving workforce efficiency, proactive maintenance planning and improving maintenance records, which would lead to reduced energy and water consumption, are also acknowledged both by the academic community and the industry practitioners. However, BIM implementation for facility energy management activities, specifically for energy use monitoring, has not yet been explored, and one of the main reasons pertain to not having standards for BIM to be effectively used for facility energy management tasks. This paper provides a comprehensive literature review on BIM implementation and BIM requirements for facility management and facility energy management related tasks. Also, it proposes a conceptual framework that enables to achieve dynamic BIM for building energy use monitoring activities. The proposed framework connects BIM database with building energy management systems, while enabling BIM to act as a central data repository and a visualization tool to achieve energy use monitoring related tasks. Finally, it summarises the challenges to achieve dynamic BIM, and concludes with the expected benefits of implementing dynamic BIM for building energy management as well as recommendations for future research.

1 INTRODUCTION

Energy Management is one of the most important tasks among Facility Management (FM) responsibilities. Building Energy Management Systems (BEMS) are used to operate, control and monitor energy use in buildings. BEMS are also used to manage buildings’ environment and to control their heating, cooling and lighting systems. However, many of BEMS capabilities, such as automated data sharing, are not yet fully achieved.

There is a growing interest in the Construction Industry in using Building Information modeling (BIM) throughout buildings’ life cycle including Facilities Management (FM) practices. BIM implementation for FM applications, including energy management tasks, is considered an emerging field. Many benefits of implementing BIM in FM are sought during later phases of buildings’ life cycle. Those benefits include the ability to extract and analyze data for various needs that could support and improve decision making process, thus improve the energy performance during Operation and Maintenance (O&M) phase.

In this paper, a novel framework is introduced, where BIM is used as central data repository for operating buildings and managing their energy performance. This framework aims to achieve a dynamic BIM that
can act and react with BEMS and provide feedback to operators and building energy managers. This framework is part of a larger study that will be implemented for educational buildings in order to test its performance.

The paper is organized as follows; the next section gives background on current building operation and energy management practices including BEMSs. Section 3 then reviews current BIM uses and presents a novel framework for using BIM during building operations and maintenance phase. Section 4 focuses on the challenges that this framework would face and proposes solutions for each identified challenge. Section 5 draws conclusions and discusses future research needs.

2 CURRENT BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Energy management is considered the top priority among the functional responsibilities in FM, followed by maintenance and repair (Sadeghifam et al. 2013; Underwood and Isikdag 2011; Yao 2013; Yiu 2007). Currently, tools such as Building Automation Systems (BAS) and BEMS are used to manage buildings’ environment and control their heating, cooling and lighting systems, i.e. to perform building energy management tasks. Those systems are defined as a collection of microcomputer systems consist of Direct Digital Control (DDC) controllers and their control devices, which operate under supervisory control equipment or software collectively. Their abilities include sharing data with individual controllers for coordination and optimization, linking control processes, and performing operation tasks and reports (Doty and Turner 2009). BEMS are considered an essential source of information for building energy performance assessment that is used to optimize building energy performance as well as to fix any problems in building systems. However, many of BEMS capabilities, such as automated data sharing, are not yet achieved, and the current BEMS practices lack continuous data flow throughout facility life cycle (O’Sullivan et al. 2004) (Figure 1). Furthermore, data to the O&M phase is input manually, which results sometimes in inaccurate and incomplete information (Kelly 2013) that would require facility managers to re-enter the missing data they need to operate BEMS and guarantee optimal energy performance.
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Figure 1: Energy management related data flow throughout building life cycle

Continuous feedback from BEMS during O&M is considered essential to maintain the planned operational and energy performances of buildings. In addition to imprecise commissioning and BEMS malfunctioning, not providing real-time data to BEMS are considered as the main reasons for buildings’ performance deterioration. BEMS enable building energy performance monitoring, and help achieve energy savings of
up to 40% (Claridge et al. 1994; Herzog and LaVine 1992; Salsbury and Diamond 2000). However, they are becoming more complex and difficult to operate for an average operator (Hyvärinen and Kärki 1996).

BEMS records and stores building energy use data collected from sensors (e.g., temperature, CO2, zone airflow, daylight levels, occupancy levels, etc.) as well as data from fault detection and diagnosis sensors (e.g. air handler units controls, HVAC systems, valves controls and fans controls). Those sensors are numbered and organized based on their location in the building, and presented in list format. Sensor outputs, energy performance metrics (i.e. energy consumption), and other building performance metrics are presented in 2D histograms, tables and lists of tasks or in similar formats (Figure 2). Furthermore, maintenance records and other facility documents are kept in separate systems, not in BEMS, plus all these software have their own data structure that are not compatible with each other (Wang et al. 2013). As a result, when BEMS shows a problem for one of the building elements, facility energy managers and maintenance personnel need to obtain further information associated with that particular element. This requires them to check other systems such as building maintenance and warranty records. Finally, after gathering all necessary data, the problematic element needs to be located within the building, which maybe a tedious task, especially if the element is located in an area congested with other building elements such as pipes, ducts etc.

Figure 2: BEMS user interface

Overall, this makes it cumbersome to evaluate energy performance of an entire facility by gathering data from separate systems (Pietruschka et al. 2010; Yao 2013). Furthermore, it limits the possibility to react to any changes or possible problems in the system on time. It also prevents from developing a proactive maintenance strategy, which may increase energy losses due to system defects. For example, it is estimated that about 30% of the energy in commercial buildings is wasted because of degraded and poorly maintained equipment (Granderson et al. 2011).

3 A NOVEL DYNAMIC BIM FRAMEWORK FOR BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT

There is a growing interest in the Construction Industry in using (BIM) throughout buildings’ life cycle including FM practices. BIM supports a collaborative approach throughout the project's life cycle phases and engages multiple stakeholders in the project including architects, engineers, contractors and the facility managers. Furthermore, BIM eliminates tedious and error prone data entry process, which leads to decrease/eliminate loss of project/facility information during project lifecycle (Figure 3) (Eastman et al. 2011).
BIM implementation for FM applications, including building energy management, is considered an emerging field that lacks real case studies (Kelly 2013). However, most benefits of implementing BIM in FM are sought during later phases of buildings’ life cycle, such as the ability to extract and analyze data for various needs that could support and improve decision making process (Azhar 2011). Furthermore, BIM in FM applications can help increase the efficiency of work order executions by providing faster access to data and by improving the process of locating various facility elements with its user friendly 3D interface (Kelly 2013). In addition, BIM implementation in FM and BEMS would help eliminate redundancy in data re-entry since BIM would act as a central data repository (Figure 4) that supports all activities throughout the buildings’ life cycle from design to maintenance and operations (Fallon and Palmer 2007).

![Figure 3: Documentation loss of value during project lifecycle (Eastman et al. 2011)](image-url)

![Figure 4: BIM as Data repository in buildings' life cycle](image-url)
3.1 Dynamic BIM framework

BIM implementation for energy management activities has been limited to green retrofit modeling and design simulations. This maybe a result of unforeseen productivity gains that can be realized from reduced equipment failure as well as the productivity increases that maybe realized through an integrated platform (Becerik-Gerber et al. 2011). A suggested step forward would be to integrate energy use data with BIM database for building energy use monitoring (Muthumanickam et al. 2014) in order to achieve a dynamic BIM (Figure 5). Having dynamic BIM models that reflect actual as-built conditions and contain real time building information gained increased interest lately (Akanmu et al. 2013). A dynamic BIM model has the potential to provide improved documentation, minimize the cost of facility operations and maintenance, serve as a useful reference for future projects, and improve proactive maintenance planning (Chen et al. 2014; Teicholz 2013). This, overall, would lead to reduced energy consumption as a result of having well maintained, efficient mechanical equipment.

This paper proposes a novel framework that utilises dynamic BIM models containing real time building information obtained from sensors and BEMS to improve facility energy management activities (Figure 6). This framework aims to integrate BIM with BEMS systems using a programming application to enable industry foundation classes (IFC)-based BIM files read and update their database based on the BEMS live feed. Visualization of BEMS data in user friendly 3D BIM interface would enable facility energy managers to take timely actions about the problematic building elements, i.e. proactive maintenance, which would translate into energy savings.

In order to achieve the proposed framework, two programming applications will be developed; the first one is to link the BIM database with energy sensor output data, through BEMS, thus to visualize real-time energy use as color coded 3D models and to link it to each model element, where building maintenance and records of warranties and other information are stored. This would allow comparing the collected data with historical energy consumption data, the design or manufacturer claimed data and maintenance records simultaneously, which would help discovering any over consumption or flaws in the system in an efficient and timely manner. The second programming application will be developed to link BIM database with energy analysis programs, where energy consumption can be analyzed and over consumption can be detected.
Consequently, this should enable energy managers to detect any over consumption immediately, which would help them determine the reasons behind it faster. This would improve proactive maintenance plans and actions as it enables detecting defective or faulty equipment in a faster manner, so that they can be replaced immediately without causing more energy losses.

4 DYNAMIC BIM CHALLENGES

In order for BIM to be used in facility and energy management practices it needs to be dynamic; and that is, reflecting actual conditions of a facility and presenting real time building information. However, achieving “dynamic” BIM is faced by a number of challenges, which can be grouped into three main categories: (1) lack of guidelines for the necessary information required for BIMs to be used in building energy management related tasks; (2) inaccuracy and/or incompleteness of as-built BIMs; (3) interoperability issues between BEMS and BIM authoring tools (Laine et al. 2007). In this paper, a framework that connects BIM with BEMS is being introduced to help overcome one of these challenges, the interoperability issue.

The first obstacle, the necessary information required for BIMs to be used for building energy management tasks, has been addressed and stated in the literature. Becerik-Gerber et al. (2011) suggested that three types of energy management related FM data should be incorporated into BIM: (a) equipment and systems, (b) attributes and data, (c) portfolios and documents. However, specifications and details of this FM data, such as type of equipment that should be included in the model and attributes and the level of detail of the building model, were not described. Furthermore, the Pennsylvania State University computer integrated construction research program report (2013) suggested that the following items should be identified, documented and included in order to achieve dynamic BIMs: (a) type of building elements to be tracked (b) information display format (c) Level of Detail (LoD) required for each model element (d) properties and attributes of each element.

The second challenge pertains to inaccuracy and/or incompleteness of as-built BIMs. Several researchers suggested that early involvement of FM personnel in design and construction phases would be very beneficial for developing accurate and complete as-built BIMs (Teicholz 2013; Wang et al. 2013). However, such involvement remains limited due to lack of knowledge about BIM implementation for FM tasks (Kelly 2013), lack of specific data requirements (Becerik-Gerber et al. 2011; Kelly 2013), and interoperability issues (BIFM 2012). The issue related to inaccuracy of as-built BIMs (at object level), has been addressed both by researchers and industry practitioners. Several researchers emphasized the importance of having accurate and up-to-date as-built BIMs for FM tasks (Ahmed et al. 2014; Akinci 2015; Bosché et al. 2013; Son et al. 2014). Therefore, developing guidelines and requirements for BIMs to be used for building energy management practices is essential for achieving dynamic BIM and needs broader attention.
The third obstacle, interoperability issue, has been widely expressed both by researchers and industry practitioners. Interoperability enables to manage and communicate electronic data among collaborating firms, between different disciplines in individual companies and between different phases of a project, i.e. design, construction, maintenance and business process systems (Gallaher et al. 2004). Interoperability issues between FM and BEMS programs and protocols are common and well known. Furthermore, there are interoperability issues between BEMS and BIM as well as between various programs that are used for building maintenance, building condition monitoring and document management. Typically, these programs have their own data structure and are not compatible with each other (Wang et al. 2013). The role of BIM for FM and BEMS within current practice is still unclear. However, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, there are possibilities for connecting BIM with various BEMS and other FM software. BIM would act as a central data repository that collects and stores data from various systems, and provide access to this data through a 3D, easy to use, user friendly interface.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

BIM implementation for facility energy management practices has gained increased interest both in academia and in industry in recent years. The current energy management practices have several drawbacks such as lacking automated data sharing, requiring manual data entry during O&M phase, and not facilitating continuous data flow throughout facility life cycle. BIM enabled energy management facilitates extracting and analyzing data for various needs to improve decision making process, which would translate into increased efficiency in work order executions and elimination of redundancy in data entry. Dynamic BIM models could improve documentation, minimize the cost of facility operations and maintenance, serve as a useful reference for future projects, and improve proactive maintenance planning which would lead to reduced energy consumption. Lack of guidelines to prepare BIM for BEMS, inaccuracy or incompleteness of as-built BIMs and interoperability issues between BEMS and BIM authoring tools are the main challenges that prevents from achieving dynamic BIM. In this paper, a conceptual framework that proposes to connect BIM with BEMS was introduced to help overcome the interoperability issue. The proposed conceptual framework will be implemented by developing a programming application to link BIM and BEMS and tested in future research. It is expected that it would help improve current facility energy management practice, and help save energy.
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